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Abstract

Molecular dynamics (MD) is a powerful tool to study the displacement cascades initiated by the neutrons when they

interact with matter. Key components of this technique are the interatomic potentials which model the binding of the

di�erent constitutive atoms. There exist many interatomic potentials dedicated to a-Fe and we have tested three of them

for the study of radiation damage. We have found that the primary damage is potential sensitive. From our study, it

appears that some characteristics of the potentials, not always considered, can be correlated to the type of damage

produced by displacement cascades. The repulsive part of the potential has a strong in¯uence on the cascade mor-

phology. Moreover, equilibrium properties such as the atoms mean square displacements, the vacancy migration and

vacancy±vacancy binding energies also appear to have some in¯uence and should be investigated carefully when

simulating radiation damage. It is therefore very important to use extreme care when trying to obtain quantitative

results from MD simulations. Ó 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.

PACS: 61.43.B; 61.80; 61.72

1. Introduction

Because of the length and time scales (nm and ps)

involved in displacement cascades, molecular dynamics

(MD) has been extensively used [1±7] to simulate radi-

ation damage creation since the pioneering work of

Gibson et al. [8]. Some recent developments among

others concern the size of the system under study and

nowadays it is possible to simulate millions of atoms if

empirical interatomic potentials are employed for the

cohesive model. In this kind of scheme, a functional

form for the interatomic potential is assumed and the

potential parameters are ®tted to experimental and/or

theoretical data. Inherent to the use of empirical po-

tentials is the transferability which will determine the

degree of con®dence one may have in the results. In this

case, transferability is the ability of a potential ®tted

mostly on equilibrium properties to model situation far

from equilibrium such as displacement cascades.

Among the di�erent materials under irradiation, one

®nds the pressure vessel steels of light water reactors. It

is now well established that Cu plays an important role

in the embrittlement induced by the neutrons in such

materials, and we have thus undertaken a study to

characterize the e�ects of irradiation in model Fe±Cu

binary alloys by atomistic simulations. We performed

MD simulations with di�erent energies and di�erent

FeCu potentials for very dilute alloys (at.%Cu� 0.2).

The objective of this work is to compare the results

obtained from the simulation of displacement cascades

with di�erent interatomic potentials in order to deter-

mine the in¯uence of various properties on the estima-

tion of the residual damage. This task is essential in
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order to predict quantitative and accurate information

on radiation damage from MD simulations.

With this objective in mind, we compare, when pos-

sible, our results with those obtained by Calder et al. [3],

Phythian et al. [9] Stoller et al. [10] and Gao et al [11].

All these groups worked with the same Fe interatomic

potential, di�erent from ours and later referred to as

`Finnis type' potential.

The article is organized as follows.

In a ®rst part, we outline the computational proce-

dure for displacement cascade simulations and the po-

tentials used in this work. We then compare the basic

properties of the potentials. As we have studied FeCu

alloys with very low Cu contents, we will focus mostly

on the interactions between Fe atoms and will brie¯y

describe the FeCu components. In the result section we

examine the damage obtained with the di�erent poten-

tials. For our purpose, the damage is characterized by

the number of residual defects and their tendency to

form clusters (number and size of the clusters). In the

discussion section, we propose some explanations for the

di�erent behaviors observed in this work and correlate

them when possible with characteristics of the

potentials.

2. Methods

2.1. Interatomic potentials

The potentials used were built according to the em-

bedded atom method (EAM) [12] for the simulations we

performed, or within Finnis SinclairÕs (FS) approach [13]

for the Finnis type potential work. In addition to pair

interactions, both potentials implement an extra energy

(embedding energy for EAM, bonding term for FS) which

approximates the many-body contribution of nearby

atoms.

The total potential energy is then given by

E �
XN

i<j�1

Vij�rij� �
X
i�1

Fi�qi�;

where the value of qi is given by

qi �
XN

j 6�i

Uj�rij�:

E is the total potential energy of all atoms i. It has two

parts. The ®rst term on the right side of the above

equation is the pair potential term, the sum is over all

neighboring atoms j of atom i. Variable rij is the distance

between atom i and its neighbor j. The second part is the

embedding energy, Fi is the embedding function, and qi

is the electron density around atom i, contributed by its

neighbors.

All the potentials studied in this work have been

published elsewhere and the precise forms for the dif-

ferent functions can be found in the original publica-

tions.

Fe I potential. Fe I is a potential derived by Harrison

et al. [14], (potential labeled FEB in Ref. [14]). It was

initially designed for interaction distances greater than

0.1 nm. To be suitable for simulations of cascades, it was

hardened by Turbatte [15] following the procedure of

Pr�onnecke et al. [16].

Fe II potential. Fe II is a potential derived by Haftel

et al. [17] (potential labeled 4 in Ref. [17]). Its hardening

is based on the work of Vascon [18,19].

Fe III potential. Fe III was derived by Simonelli et al.

[20], it was suitably adjusted to the simulation of dis-

placement cascades by Raulot [21].

Finnis type potential. this potential was originally

derived by Finnis et al. [13] and adapted to the simula-

tion of displacement cascades by Calder et al. [3].

All these potentials have been adjusted to reproduce

some equilibrium and defect properties which are sum-

marized in Tables 1±3.

2.2. Computational procedure

The MD was performed using DYMOKA [22], a

parallelized and slightly modi®ed version of CDCMD

[23], a standard MD package that uses a ®fth order Gear

predictor±corrector algorithm. The defect energies were

calculated using the energy minimization method algo-

rithm called quench molecular dynamics (QMD) derived

after [24,25].

As was previously mentioned, we are interested in

simulating the e�ect of neutron irradiation. It is well

known that neutrons produce displacement cascades

which are initiated when an atom in the solid, the pri-

mary knocked-on atom (PKA) receives via an elastic

collision an energy higher than a few hundred eV. The

subsequent cascade development can be roughly divided

into three phases: the collision phase, lasting �10ÿ13 s,

during which the PKA energy is shared among succes-

sive generations of recoil atoms, a relaxation period,

which lasts less than a picosecond during which defects

begin to assume their equilibrium con®gurations and a

cooling phase which lasts a few picoseconds during

which the highly disordered cascade volume reaches

local thermal equilibrium with the surrounding lattice.

For the simulations, we used periodic boundary

conditions (PBC). The choice of the simulation box size

depends upon the energy of the PKA. It must be large

enough to avoid the displacement cascade to interfere

with itself by periodic overlap. The number of atoms in

the bcc cubic crystal for each PKA ranges from about

20 000 for a 100 eV cascade up to 3 456 000 for a 30 keV

one.
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At the beginning of the simulation, the system of

particles is let to equilibrate, for 5 ps, at the chosen

temperature, most of the time 600 K to be close to the

vessel irradiation temperature. When the lattice is at

thermal equilibrium, one atom, the PKA, is given a

momentum corresponding to energies varying from 1 to

30 keV. The actual time step varies from 10ÿ17 s (at the

beginning of the collision phase) to 10ÿ15 s in order to

keep the total energy constant.

The following approximations were made:

· following many authors scheme [3,9], the electron±

phonon couplings have not been taken into account;

· the boundary atoms were not damped to extract heat

or attenuate the out-going pressure wave. According

to Phythian et al. [9], the drift temperature depen-

dence of the residual defects and the defect clustering

fraction is weak. This has been con®rmed by Gao

et al. [11] who investigated the problem very thor-

oughly.

Our simulations were done in the microcanonical

ensemble with PBC, while the simulations done by

Calder et al. and Stoller et al. were done at constant

pressure.

Variability was introduced by changing the initial

distribution of the velocities, the random distribution of

the Cu atoms (in solid solution) and also the PKAÕs
direction.

The PKA directions, á1 3 5ñ and á2 5 3ñ, were chosen

to be representative of an average behavior. Stoller et al.

[10] examined the in¯uence of the PKA direction and

their results support the view that the á1 3 5ñ cascades

should provide a reasonable representation of average

behavior. We have observed similar trends and all the

results presented below were obtained either with á1 3 5ñ
or á2 5 3ñ.

To distinguish between the crystallographic point

defects, di�erent characterizations are possible. In this

work, we used the scheme developed by Vascon [19]: it

allows the identi®cation of vacancies, true or single in-

terstitials, dumbbells and replaced atoms.

The group using the Finnis type potential adopted a

slightly di�erent detection method that allows them to

detect vacancies and interstitials without making a dis-

tinction between true interstitials and dumbbells. In

what follows, and to be able to compare with the Finnis

type potential results, we will not distinguish between

Table 1

Typical data ®tted upon: equilibrium lattice constant, cohesive energy, elastic constants for a-Fe

Fe I Fe II Fe III Finnis type

potentiala
Experimental

a0 (�A) 2.8669 2.8665 2.8664 2.8665 2.87b

Ecoh (eV) 4.28 4.28 4.28 4.316 4.28b

C11 (1011 Pa) 2.12 2.33 2.42 2.433 2.43c, 2.33d, 2.37e

C12 (1011 Pa) 1.53 1.37 1.47 1.450 1.38c, 1.35d, 1.41e

C44 (1011 Pa) 1.15 1.18 1.12 1.16 1.22c, 1.18d, 1.16e

C0 (1011 Pa) 0.29 0.48 0.48 0.492 0.53c, 0.49d, 0.48e

a Ref. [30]; b Ref. [26]; c Ref. [27]; d Ref. [28]; e Ref. [29].

Table 2

Vacancy formation and migration energies, relaxed vacancy±vacancy binding energy for a-Fea

Fe I Fe II Fe III Finnis type potential Experimental

Ef
vac (eV) 2.14 1.41 1.63 1.83 �2b, 1.53c

Em
vac (eV) 0.101 1.45 0.66 0.91d 0.55e

Relaxed EVV (eV) 0.48 (2nn) 0.41 (1nn) 0.21 (2nn) 0.19f (2nn) ±

a 1nn indicates that the divacancy is the most stable when the two vacancies are in ®rst nearest neighbor positions, 2nn when they are in

second nearest neighbor positions.
b Ref. [31]; c Ref. [32]; d Ref. [3]; e Ref. [33]; f Ref. [34].

Table 3

Self interstitial formation energies for a-Fe

Fe I Fe II Fe III Finnis type potential

Dumbbell á1 1 1ñ Becomes crowdion Becomes crowdion Becomes crowdion 4.87a

Dumbbell á1 1 0ñ 2.95 6.98 3.67 4.76a

Dumbbell á1 0 0ñ 6.04 10.03 4.57 ±

Crowdion 2.59 6.77 3.54 4.91a

a Ref. [10].
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the di�erent interstitial types: true interstitials or

dumbbells. We have used this method to

· detect the number of residual defects at the end of the

cascade;

· de®ne the cascade peak as the con®guration corre-

sponding to the maximum count of point defects.

The methods described above may not be as precise

as the construction of Wigner Seitz cells at each lattice

site, but they are easier to implement and fast. In prin-

ciple, they give the same results than the latter in respect

of residual damage. They may di�er however in the

precise number of defects they count at the cascade

peak. That is why we always compare the di�erent po-

tentials results without paying much attention to the

actual number of defects at the peak.

The amount of incascade clustering is important

since small defects clusters can be very mobile and

provide easy nucleation sites for larger defects to grow.

As di-vacancies tend to be in second nearest-neighbor

position, we de®ne a vacancy cluster as a con®guration

in which each vacancy has at least one second nearest-

neighbor position occupied by a vacancy. For the

interstitials, the two defects have to be within the near-

est-neighbor distance to belong to the same cluster.

3. Comparison of the potentials

We present below the interatomic potentials relevant

properties which could signi®cantly in¯uence the pri-

mary damage creation and its subsequent evolution,

emphasizing on the Fe parts.

3.1. a-Fe

The three potentials we used were ®tted to the usual

experimental data: the cohesive energy, the elastic con-

stants and the vacancy formation energy. As can be seen

from Table 1, these data are reproduced correctly. One

should note however that for Fe I, the errors on C11 and

C12 add up and give a very low value of C0.

3.1.1. Defect energies

The point defects (vacancies and interstitials) for-

mation energies are very sensitive data. The experi-

mental values are quite widespread when they exist and

the calculated ones are very much potential dependent.

3.1.1.1. Vacancies. The vacancy formation energy, Ef
vac,

is generally ®tted upon. It appears clearly that the va-

cancy formation energies of the potentials are quite

di�erent (Table 2), but the experimental data span is

large too and most of the potentials fall inside the ex-

perimental range. We have also observed that the re-

laxation around the vacancy is quite important and gives

rise to an important energy di�erence (for instance 0.12

eV for Fe III). This fact has been con®rmed by ab initio

calculations [35].

There has been some controversy about the experi-

mental vacancy migration energy: for instance Schaefer

et al. [32] found a value of 1.28 eV. This scattering is

very likely due to the presence of a very small amount of

impurity atoms which modify greatly the di�usion co-

e�cient. Indeed the 0.55 eV value has been measured for

a high purity a-Fe [33].

Given the short period of time involved in cascade

damage generation, we do not expect this parameter to

control the defects migration in the usual way (thermal

di�usion). However, it may be seen as a measure of the

roughness of the potential and in that sense it may in-

¯uence the athermal migration of defects during the

relaxation and cooling phases.

The vacancy binding energy is an important param-

eter for the formation of vacancy clusters and voids.

Unfortunately, no experimental data is available to

compare to. Masuda [36] investigated the properties of

vacancy-type lattice defects in bcc transition metals us-

ing a tight binding type electronic theory. His results

show that the most stable relaxed con®guration for the

divacancy in transition metals is when the vacancies are

second nearest neighbors. This is also observed experi-

mentally [37] in Mo and is indeed the case with three out

of the four potentials as can be seen in Table 2. From

these results, it obviously appears that the binding en-

ergies are quite di�erent from one potential to another.

3.1.1.2. Interstitials. The values (see Table 3) obtained

for Fe I, Fe II and Fe III were calculated by the QMD

procedure. The two dumbbell atoms were forced to re-

main on a line running in the initial (á1 0 0ñ, á1 1 0ñ or

á1 1 1ñ) direction (constrained QMD) otherwise they

spontaneously rotate to the á1 1 1ñ direction.

The most stable interstitial-type defect predicted by

the three potentials studied in this work is an `activated'

crowdion along á1 1 1ñ (®ve Fe atoms sharing four lattice

sites), while the most stable defect observed experimen-

tally is a dumbbell along á1 1 0ñ [38,39]. This discrepancy

is a common problem shared by many interatomic po-

tentials for bcc Fe, the reason seems to be correlated

with the range of the potential (its cut-o�). Indeed, it

seems that EAM-like potentials with ranges above the

third nearest neighbor cannot stabilize the right kind of

interstitial defects [20]. This fact has been also observed

by Osetsky et al. [40] comparing simulations done with

the short range Finnis type potential to simulations done

with a long range pair potential. However, whatever the

potential range, and therefore whatever the type of

dumbbell stabilized, Osetsky et al.Õs work [40] shows that

it does not in¯uence very much the dynamics of inter-

stitial clusters.

Sensible di�erences can be observed between the

potentials. That fact is worth noticing, as these energies
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may have some in¯uence in the cascade core interstitial

defects formation. Unfortunately, to our knowledge, no

experimental data is available for the self interstitial

formation energies.

3.1.2. Stability of the bcc structure

Because of the high energy concentration in the

cascade core during the collision phase, the bcc structure

vanishes. To have a small insight on the ability of the

potential to give realistic information of the cascade core

structure, we investigated the stability of the bcc phase

with respect to the fcc and hcp phases. The results are

summarized in Table 4 along with some other published

results. Because all but OsetskyÕs potentials are short

ranged, the fcc±hcp energy di�erence is 0, which is not

the case experimentally.

3.1.3. Thermal properties

The thermal dilation is representative of the anhar-

monicity of the potential. We have plotted, Fig. 1, the

evolution of the lattice parameter for the three di�erent

potentials. Sensible di�erences can be observed among

the potentials, potential Fe I gives a dilation coe�cient

closer to the experimental results.

The mean square displacement (MSD) characterizes

the mean amplitude of the thermal vibration of the at-

oms around their site. We calculated it for the three

potentials versus temperature. From Fig. 2, it appears

that the MSD behavior for Fe III agrees very well with

experimental measurements whereas the other two po-

tentials, Fe I and Fe II, lay either too high or too low.

The melting temperatures were determined according

to the Lindemann [44] criterion hMSD2�Tmelting�i � d2d2,

where d is the ®rst nearest-neighbor distance and d a

parameter estimated to be 0.0767 for Fe [45]. With this

criterion, Fe I (resp. Fe II, Fe III) melts around 1400 K

(3850, 2200 K, respectively). The experimental melting

temperature of pure Fe is 1811 K. We do not know the

thermal behavior of the Finnis type potential, only that

its melting temperature has been estimated to be

2200� 200 K [3]. Di�usion in the melt is an important

parameter in determining the primary state of damage

[1] and the di�erences observed in the thermal properties

can be meaningful.

3.1.4. Cascade oriented properties

The threshold displacement energy is the minimum

kinetic energy one must give an atom to create a stable

Frenkel pair in the lattice. It depends on the materials and

on the orientation of the primary recoil. The threshold

displacement energies are the only parameters ®tted to in

the hardening procedure, they therefore are the only

physical quantities giving insight on the short distance

interactions. Table 5 presents the threshold displacement

energies for the three high symmetry crystallographic

directions for which experimental data are available [46].

In our calculations, we consider a Frenkel pair to be

stable (notice that the calculations are done at 0 K) when

the vacancy lasts at least 5 ps. The energies are quite

Table 4

Energy di�erences between the bcc, fcc and hcp phases

Fe I Fe II Fe III Finnis type potential Fe Osetskya Ab initio calculations

DEbcc-fcc (eV) 0.056 0.032 0.027 0.054 0.056 0.035b, 0.08c

DEbcc-hcp (eV) 0.056 0.032 0.027 0.054 0.073 0.12b, 0.11c

a Ref. [41]; b Ref. [42]; c Ref. [43].

Fig. 1. Lattice parameter dilation with temperature for Fe I,

Fe II and Fe III [60].

Fig. 2. Mean square displacements versus temperature for Fe I,

Fe II and Fe III [61,62].
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similar and close to the experimental results for all the

potentials, although di�erent procedures have been used.

Note that the Finnis type potential gives a much too high

value along the á1 1 1ñ direction.

3.2. FeCu

We dispose of three FeCu potentials, built from the

three Fe potentials presented above (see Table 6 for

details). We will just present below two important

characteristics of these potentials.

When possible, a comparison is made with two other

FeCu potentials found in literature

· a potential derived by Ackland et al. [34] from an

Fe potential slightly di�erent from the Finnis type

potential;

· a potential derived by Osetsky et al. [41,50,51].

3.2.1. Partial molar energy of Cu at in®nite dilution

For a regular solution, the mixing energy DEm
c is

given by DEc
m � Xc�1ÿ c� where X is an energy pa-

rameter (corresponding to the partial molar energy of

the solute at in®nite dilution or the heat of solution) and

c is the solute concentration. Table 7 presents the values

obtained for each potential at in®nite dilution as well as

the value obtained by Ackland et al. [34] for their FeCu

potential. The experimental values are quite scattered, as

they are computed from Cu solubility limits that are

very scattered specially at low temperatures.

3.2.2. Threshold displacement energies for a Cu atom

The threshold displacement energies have been cal-

culated when the recoil atom is a single substitutional

copper atom and compared to those of pure Fe (values

in parenthesis). The results are collected Table 8. De-

pending on the potentials, the threshold displacement

energies of Cu in a-Fe can be di�erent from those of Fe

in a-Fe. Due to the lack of experimental data, it is dif-

®cult to assess the accuracy of these results.

More data about the FeCu potentials (Cu±Cu, Cu-

vacancy binding energies compared to vacancy±vacancy

binding energies, evolution of the lattice parameter

versus Cu content, energy di�erence between bcc Cu and

fcc Cu) can be found in a forthcoming paper dedicated

more speci®cally to the study of the in¯uence of Cu at-

oms on the displacement cascades [54].

4. Results

For the three potentials studied here, the overall

damage picture is similar to what can be found in the

literature, see for instance [55]: the cascade generates

numerous defects; vacancies are mostly located near the

core of the cascade while interstitials can be found mostly

in the periphery. Some of the point defects formed are

gathered in small clusters, others remain isolated. During

the cascade event, replacement collision sequences (RCS)

can be observed (Fig. 3). It has been recognized for some

time now [1], that the primary state of damage is con-

trolled at least by two phenomena: RCS during the bal-

listic phase as well as melting and resolidi®cation during

the relaxation and cooling phases [1]. RCS propagate at

supersonic speed and are therefore able to transport in-

terstitials beyond the core region before melting occurs.

It has been observed many times that among the inter-

stitials, mainly those that are transported beyond the

melted core survive recombination. Big di�erences can be

Table 6

Summary of the origins of the FeCu potentials investigated in

this work

Component Equilibrium

potential

Hardening

Fe I Harrisona Turbatteb

FeCu I Cu Pr�onneckec Pr�onneckec

Cross

FeCu

Becquart Turbatteb

Fe II Hafteld Vascone

FeCu II Cu Pr�onneckec Pr�onneckec

Cross

FeCu

Becquart Becquart

Fe III Simonellif Rauloth

FeCu III Cu Voterg Rauloth

Cross

FeCu

Ludwigi Rauloth

FeCu Fe

Ackland Cu Acklandj Acklandj

Cross

FeCu

a Ref. [14]; b Ref. [15]; c Ref. [47]; d Ref. [17]; e Ref. [18,19]; f Ref.

[20]; g Ref. [48]; h Ref. [21]; i Ref. [49]; j Ref. [34].

Table 5

Threshold displacement energies for a-Fe

PKA direction Ed (eV)

Fe I Fe II Fe III Finnis type potentiala Experimentalb

á1 0 0ñ 19� 1 19� 1 17� 1 18� 1 17

á1 1 0ñ 51� 1 31� 1 47� 1 31� 1 >30

á1 1 1ñ 19� 1 19� 1 21� 1 >70 20

a Ref. [3]; b Ref. [46].
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observed between the potentials, as potential FeCu II

generates more and longer RCS than the others. This has

a strong in¯uence on damage generation and will be

discussed in more details later on.

The exposure to radiation damage has been stan-

dardized and a usual way to characterize the radiation is

the number of displaced atoms (DPA) predicted by the

displacement model of Norgett±Robinson±Torrens

(NRT) [56]. The DPA is correlated to the maximum

number of Frenkel pairs created per atom in the mate-

rials. The NRT model predicts, for a PKA of given

energy, the number of Frenkel pairs created to be

0:8Ep=2Ed. Ep is the damage energy available for colli-

sions and Ed is the average threshold displacement en-

ergy. The recommended value for a-Fe is 40 eV [57]. To

a good approximation, Ep is the energy of the PKA in

MD simulations. As is usually done, the results pre-

sented below are given relative to the NRT prediction.

4.1. Preliminary results 1: role of temperature

Temperature controls two di�erent processes that are

intimately related to the defect generation. The ®rst is

the thermal amplitude of the vibration of the atoms

characterized by the MSD, the second is the di�usion of

point defects which takes place at the end of the cascade

essentially after the recombination phase. If the MSD is

low, the atoms will remain close to their ideal lattice sites

and the energy transmission from one atom to the next

in the collision sequence will be more e�cient. It will

then be easier to have long RCS along dense directions

of the lattice which are e�ective ways to produce residual

defects. To assess the in¯uence of the MSD, one should

compare results obtained at the same reduced tempera-

tures T=Tm. On the other hand, the absolute temperature

will control the di�usion rate of the point defects once

the lattice is thermalized. It has been observed that

during the relaxation phases most of the recombination

processes proceed athermally [3]; nevertheless, it is very

likely that, during the cooling phase, the thermal di�u-

sion processes will have some in¯uence, specially in the

formation of defect clusters.

As is usually done in literature, we compare results of

displacement cascades obtained at the same absolute

temperature, 600 K in most of the cases, as it is the

pressure vessel steel temperature. When comparing, for a

given potential, with some cascades done at 100 K, we

found that a temperature increase (within this range)

leads to slightly more defect creation at the cascade peak,

and to slightly less residual defects in accordance with

what is generally observed in MD simulations [9]. Stoller

observed [58] that the temperature e�ect seems stronger

at higher energies, but we do not have very high energy

cascades (EPKA > 30 keV) to compare to his results.

4.2. Preliminary results 2: role of Cu

We have investigated the role of Cu atoms (these

results will be published in a forthcoming paper [54]),

and found that the small amount of copper atoms,

considered here (0.2 at.%) does not seem to in¯uence

neither the number of defects created nor their spatial

distribution. This fact and the lack of other groupsÕ re-

sults for displacement cascades in FeCu are the reasons

why, in a few cases, we compare our FeCu results to

other groupsÕ pure Fe results.

4.3. Shape of the cascade

The shape of the cascade is very important as the

ratio `volume to surface' will have an in¯uence on the

cooling rate of the damaged zone and on the amount of

recombination and clustersÕ formation.

One obvious result is that the shape of the cascade is

very much potential dependent. Fig. 3 presents typical

Table 8

Threshold displacement energies for a Cu atom in an a-Fe matrixa

PKA direction FeCu I (eV) FeCu II (eV) FeCu III (eV) FeCu Acklandb (eV)

á1 0 0ñ 19� 1 �19� 1� 29� 1 �19� 1� 19� 1 �17� 1� � 19 �� 20�
á1 1 0ñ > 70 �51� 1� > 60 �31� 1� > 70 �47� 1� > 100 �> 100�
á1 1 1ñ 19� 1 �19� 1� 21� 1 �19� 1� 19� 1 �21� 1� � 32 �� 30�

a The values in parentheses are the threshold displacement energies for pure Fe.
b Ref. [34].

Table 7

Partial molar energy of Cu at in®nite dilution (heat of solution)

FeCu I (eV) FeCu II (eV) FeCu III (eV) FeCu Acklanda (eV) Experimental (eV)

0.317a

0.57 0.312 0.497 0.317 0.49b

0.59c

a Ref. [34]; b Ref. [52]; c Ref. [53].
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results of 20 keV cascades generated with the three po-

tentials. It clearly appears that for FeCu III the shape is

more isotropic and dense, while FeCu II give rise to a

much less dense aspect with longer RCS. These general

considerations remain unchanged whatever the energies

and the temperatures we have investigated. Further-

more, the cascade shape di�erentiation appears clearly

before the peak. One can also observe that the less dense

the cascade, the more residual defects at the end: FeCu

II leads to more numerous residual defects. These are,

besides, located further away from the cascade core than

the other two potentials defects.

4.4. Defect generation

The damage consists in two important components:

the number of residual defects and their spatial distri-

bution (tendency to form clusters, number and sizes of

Fig. 3. Typical aspect of a 20 keV cascade at 600 K for the three FeCu potentials at the end of the recombination phase. Left-hand

side: the empty circles are the replaced atoms, the dark circles are the interstitials. Right-hand side: the dark circles are interstitials, the

empty ones are vacancies. Box size ± 23 nm.
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the clusters). It has to be pointed out that these results

are very much scattered as can be seen in Figs. 4 and 5.

Even at high PKA energies, where one would expect the

cascades to become more `typical' and the ¯uctuations

to become smaller, can large ¯uctuations be observed.

For time and economical reasons it was not possible to

obtain real statistics for each PKA energy, and only

were the high energy cascades (10 and 20 keV) investi-

gated more thoroughly to get an idea of the data scat-

tering. To illustrate this point, the individual result

of each cascade is represented instead of simulation

averages.

4.4.1. Residual damage

The ®rst important data one can extract from the

simulations of displacement cascades is the residual

damage which is left in the material once the cascade has

cooled down. We call residual defects, the defects de-

®ned in `computational procedure' which last more than

3 ps. We checked on a few cases that those defects do

not disappear after 15 extra ps. The number of residual

vacancies decreases when the PKA energy increases, for

all potentials (Fig. 4) as is typically observed. However,

it appears clearly that the potentials do not give the same

results. FeCu II produces many more defects than the

other two FeCu potentials which give closer results to

the Finnis type potential for pure Fe (Fig. 4). This can

be correlated with the cascade shape and will be dis-

cussed later on. It must be mentioned here, that we

checked that the two defect characterization methods

(ours and the Finnis type potential users) give similar

results. The asymptotic value of the experimental defect

e�ciency (the number of residual vacancies relative to

the NRT prediction) for a-Fe [55] is 0.39. This value is

slightly higher than what can be deduced from Fig. 4 for

all simulations but FeCu II which is obviously too high.

The number of replaced atoms at the end of the

cascade gives additional and complementary informa-

tion on the damage, as it is the number of atoms which

have moved by at least one atomic spacing because of

the cascade. In the case of alloys, it is a measure of the

chemical mixing. The three potentials exhibit very dif-

ferent behaviors (Fig. 5). Like the residual vacancies

amount, the number of replaced atoms can be correlated

to the cascade shape.

The general trends that arise from the results is that

the less dense the cascade (the more and the longer the

RCS), the fewer the replaced atoms and the more the

residual defects. This is illustrated Fig. 6 that clearly

shows that the amount of recombination taking place

during the relaxation and the cooling phases is also very

much potential dependent.

4.4.2. Tendency to cluster and cluster size distribution

The tendency of the isolated defects created by

the cascades to gather in clusters is a very important

part of the damage picture one tries to obtain from the

Fig. 5. Number of replaced atoms per NRT displacement

versus PKA energy at the cascadeÕs end at 600 K for FeCu I,

FeCu II and FeCu III. To emphasize the scattering of the data,

the result of each cascade is represented instead of simulation

averages. The drawn lines are only guidelines to show the trends.

Fig. 4. Number of residual vacancies per NRT displacement

(cascade e�ciency) versus PKA energy at 600 K. The result of

each cascade is represented instead of simulation averages. The

drawn lines are only guidelines to show the trends.

Fig. 6. Number of residual vacancies versus number of re-

placed atoms at the cascadeÕs end at 600 K for FeCu I, FeCu II

and FeCu III. The result of each cascade is represented instead

of simulation averages. The drawn lines are only guidelines to

show the trends.
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simulations. Indeed it is well known that it strongly in-

¯uences the later materials microstructure evolution.

Di�erences among the potentials can be noticed for

the vacancy tendency to cluster and one potential (FeCu

I) tends to form more vacancy clusters than the others

(Fig. 7). There are no results available in the literature

showing the tendency of vacancies to form clusters, ex-

cept in the work of Stoller et al. [10]. This is probably

due to the criterion used by the Finnis type potential

group. Two vacancies have to be within nearest-neigh-

bor distance to be considered belonging to the same

cluster. It is therefore more restrictive a criterion than

ours. To compare the clusters sizes obtained with the

di�erent potentials, the results are normalized by the

number of clusters in each simulation. Potential FeCu I

tends to form very big microvoids as can be seen Fig. 8,

while the two other potentials behave similarly.

For the interstitials, the data scattering is very im-

portant and no real tendency appears (Fig. 9). The

Finnis type potential [9] results do di�er considerably by

predicting a bigger tendency to cluster. Furthermore, a

big di�erence between potential FeCu III and the other

two potentials appears very clearly for 20 keV cascades.

FeCu III form bigger interstitial clusters than the other

two potentials (Fig. 10). Comparing our results to those

of the group using the Finnis type potential, we only

found, in the literature, the results of lower energy cas-

cades: 5 and 10 keV. These 5 and 10 keV clusters are

however bigger than our clusters at the same energies.

5. Discussion

We studied three di�erent `EAM-like' potentials

which were ®tted in the usual manner. These potentials

however do not have the same characteristics: they lead

to very di�erent vacancy migration energies and defects

formation energies; their thermal behaviors are also not

alike and the results presented above show that when

used for displacement cascade simulations, they lead to

very dissimilar quantitative results. Even potential FeCu

III, whose characteristics are very close to those of the

Finnis type potential, gives rise to di�erent results from

Fig. 7. Amount of vacancies in clusters versus PKA energy at

600 K for FeCu I, FeCu II and FeCu III. The result of each

cascade is represented instead of simulation averages. The

drawn lines are only guidelines to show the trends.

Fig. 8. Normalized vacancy cluster size distribution for 20 keV

cascades at 600 K for FeCu I, FeCu II and FeCu III.

Fig. 9. Amount of interstitials in clusters versus PKA energy at

600 K for FeCu I, FeCu II, FeCu III and Finnis type Fe [9]. The

result of each cascade is represented instead of simulation av-

erages. The drawn lines are only guidelines to show the trends.

Fig. 10. Normalized interstitial cluster size distribution for 20

keV cascades at 600 K for FeCu I, FeCu II and FeCu III.
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the latter for instance in the sizes of the interstitial

clusters.

It now seems important to correlate these data with

some characteristics of the potentials.

The cascades created with potential FeCu II exhibit

long and numerous sequential replacement sequences

and as a result they lead to the formation of many

more residual defects than the other potentials (Fig. 4).

The replacement sequences promote the formation of

interstitial defects far away from the cascade core and

thus decrease the probability of interstitial±vacancy

recombinations. As the transmitted energy is focused

along a few well determined directions, the cascades

obtained are much less dense. A correlation can

therefore be established between the cascade e�ciency

and its shape.

It is a natural assumption to suppose that the lower

the MSD, the more and the longer the RCS, as ex-

plained above. Since potential FeCu II has very low

MSD compared to the other potentials, we have made a

couple of displacement cascades with a PKA energy of

10 keV at T� 1050 K. This temperature gives, for this

potential, MSD equal to the experimental (and FeCu

III) MSD at 600 K (see Fig. 2). The cascades shapes

obtained at 1050 K are very similar to those obtained at

600 K. Also, there is no noticeable di�erence in the

number of residual defects (taking into account the data

scattering). Therefore, for potential FeCu II, in the 600±

1050 K temperature range, the MSD in¯uence on the

RCS is not detectable. In other words, the propensity of

this potential to form longer RCS at 600 K than the

other potentials does not have a thermal origin. We have

indications that this behavior is rather due to the re-

pulsive part of the potential. At this point, it is worth

recalling that the potentials have been hardened using

di�erent methods (for instance, the pair potentials of Fe

II, Fe III and Finnis type potential have been spliced to

the `universal' screened-Coulomb potential of Biersack

and coworkers [59] using di�erent Born Mayer poten-

tials) to give similar threshold displacement energies.

This indicates thus, that having reasonable threshold

displacement energies does not necessarily lead to a

reasonable picture of the collision phase. It should,

therefore, be interesting to ®nd complementary data to

®t to or to assess the validity of the potential hardening.

Nevertheless, the in¯uence of the MSD on the damage

can be extracted when comparing results between po-

tentials FeCu I and FeCu III. FeCu I which has high

MSD leads to the formation of slightly less defects than

FeCu III.

Two other important characteristics of the potentials

which, we feel, are related to the tendency to form va-

cancy clusters are

· the easiness for a vacancy to move in the array, asso-

ciated to (at thermal equilibrium) the vacancy migra-

tion energy Em
vac;

· the tendency of a vacancy to bind with another va-

cancy or with a group of vacancies, characterized

here by the vacancy±vacancy binding energy EVV.

It is generally believed that the migration energies are

not relevant in displacement cascades simulations be-

cause of the timescale involved (a few ps). However, a

coincidence between the values of the migration energies

and the tendency to form big vacancy clusters can be

found (Table 2). Potential Fe I has a very low vacancy

migration energy (0.1 eV) and tends to promote the

formation of big vacancy clusters in the course of the

displacement cascades. Potential Fe II has a very high

migration energy (1.45 eV) and FeCu II forms small

vacancy clusters while potential Fe III has a migration

energy (0.66 eV) close to the experimental value (0.55

eV) and FeCu III exhibits an intermediate behavior. It is

therefore likely that the vacancy migration energy or

some aspect of the potential related to it like the

roughness of the potential controls the mobility of va-

cancies even if they are not at thermal equilibrium.

The vacancy±vacancy binding energy is also impor-

tant and potential Fe I does have a very high value for

that energy. However, potential Fe III and the Finnis

type potential have very similar vacancy±vacancy bind-

ing energies, and di�erent vacancy migration energies,

the Finnis type potential has a higher vacancy migration

energy than potential FeCu III. To our knowledge, the

displacement cascade simulations done with the Finnis

type exhibit very little and small vacancy clusters. This

may indicate that the vacancy migration energy is more

important a parameter to control the tendency to form

vacancy clusters than the vacancy±vacancy binding en-

ergy. Potential FeCu II which, like potential FeCu I, has

a very high vacancy±vacancy binding energy also forms

vacancy clusters. However, these are smaller, probably

because of kinetics reasons. Because of a lack of data on

the self interstitial binding energies and on the self in-

terstitial migration energies, we cannot apply the same

reasoning to the formation of self interstitial clusters but

we believe that the results should be very similar. One, of

course, should also take into account the fact that the

mean distance between interstitials vary from one po-

tential to another.

Other important parameters used in the literature to

characterize the interatomic potentials are the defect

formation energies. They vary sensibly from one po-

tential to another and unfortunately no experimental

data are available for the self interstitials formation

energies. Adding up the energy needed to create a va-

cancy and the energy needed to create the most stable

self interstitial defect for each potential gives a value of

8.21 eV for potential FeCu II, 5.17 eV for potential

FeCu III, 4.73 eV for potential FeCu I and 5.74 eV

Finnis type potential. Although these energies are very

small compared to the cascade energies, and the cascade

event far from the equilibrium conditions under which
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they are determined, it appears that the values obtained

are quite consistent with the number of defects created

at the cascade peak. Similarly to the vacancy migration

energy, the equilibrium defects formation energies may

be correlated to the roughness of the potentials, and

therefore give information about the processes taking

place during the displacement cascades. Potential FeCu

I has the lowest value and generates the most defects at

the peak, while potential FeCu II exhibits a very high

vacancy + interstitial formation energy and generates

few defects at the peak. However, we are not able to

establish a general correlation between the number of

defects at the peak and the ®nal damage.

It is interesting to recall here that none of our three

potentials stabilize the correct type of dumbbell, and

this, because of the range of the potential. We have

mentioned previously that it seems that [20], in order to

stabilize the right kind of self interstitial defect with

EAM-like potentials, one must use very short range

potentials (with a cut-o� radius between the second and

third nearest neighbor). We are not convinced of the

importance or not of predicting the right kind of inter-

stitial defect, however if the potentials are short ranged,

then they give the same cohesive energy for the fcc and

hcp structures (to be able to distinguish between the two

structures, the potential range has to be at least longer

than the ®fth neighbor distance). We are not currently

able to estimate the in¯uence of this aspect on the esti-

mate of the residual damage, but it is another point

which emphasizes the need to use extreme care when

trying to extract quantitative results from MD simula-

tions.

In Table 9 we summarize our observations and the

characteristics of the potentials we believe they can be

related to.

6. Conclusions

We have investigated the in¯uence of the interatomic

potential on the residual damage by doing MD simula-

tions of displacement cascades with one code and three

di�erent potentials published in literature. We found

that the primary damage is very much potential sensi-

tive. From our study, it appears that some characteris-

tics of the potentials have a sensible in¯uence on the

results of cascade displacement simulations. Among

these, the short range interactions (below the nearest-

neighbor distance) seem to have a great e�ect and care

should be taken concerning the hardening of a potential

to study radiation damage. We feel that thermal prop-

erties also play an important role in the relaxation and

cooling phases but this role is more subtle and needs

further investigation. The vacancy migration energies

and the vacancy±vacancy binding energies also appear

to have some in¯uence and should be investigated

carefully in the radiation damage simulations.

Among the three potentials we have studied in this

paper, potential Fe III appears to be the most adapted

to the displacement cascades simulations because of its

thermal behavior closer to the experimental one and the

defect e�ciency it predicts.
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